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About This Game

Which Team has won the last Champions League? Who scored the “Wembley Goal”, causing the 3:2 at the World Cup 1966?
Which record established France in the UEFA Cup season 1997-1998?

Do you have the answer for all questions? Then hurry up and play the ultimate Football Cup quiz SPORT 1 Live : Duel and
boast your knowledge of football. Challenge your friends or compete against random opponents and compare your scores live.

Will you be the one with the top international highscore?

Simply log in and get going! SPORT1 Live : Duel is the perfect game for regular matches as well as the ultimate diversion in
between. Collect all achievements in the Single Player mode or challenge people around the world in a duel. Statistics and

highscores show your progress!

Features

Prove your knowledge in thousands of questions

Various categories of questions (World Cup, European Cup, Champions League, and many international leagues)

New questions will be added regularly

Encompasses the entire world of football – answer historical questions as well as present-day
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Test your knowledge against the international high-score list

Create your own avatar – countless design options are at your fingertips

Play live head-to-head or round-based in the invitation duel

The special single player mode is highly motivating and perfect for practice

Collect all achievements across the game

Have access to the statics
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Title: SPORT1 Live : Duel
Genre: Casual, Sports
Developer:
Sport1 GmbH
Publisher:
Sport1 GmbH
Release Date: 30 May, 2014
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English,German
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Now that the game breaking issue has been patched, thanks developers, my only negatives I have left to say are, why is this not
cross platform? Specially since the game uses a touch screen interface on the computer. The other issue being, it is optimized
for mobile not computer, the touch screen commands are still there and it does not feel good on pc.
  I reccomend this game on the phone over PC.. pleasant suprise if a little short. Good game so far. The story is pretty
compelling and the art style is nice. I'm looking forward to when the next parts of the game come out.

8/10. It got big tiddie 10/10. This is useless you wont get unlimited money and research points like you would expect, you only
get $100 000 000 and 25000 research points.

I will recommend this when the money and reseach points are changed.. I've only played about an hour. So, my first run-through
I got shot at by a guy in a hut on the beach roughly SW of the starting point...a mile and a half maybe. So I flank around to the
other side. He's still looking where I had been. Damn the hard tiki floor! As soon as I stepped on it he turned around and shot
me with a pump-action. I run through and go a bit more right this time and came up on a burning hut\/small village of three huts.
A dead chick with a battery in her hand and a hole in her head is lying on the ground between the first two. I grab the battery
and circle around to get inside the big hut where I discover another dead body holding a .45. Aha and it has three rounds in it!
Yay! I head back towards pump-action Al, only this time I come up over a ridge from the other side where I can look down on
him better. I see no one else. I sneak as close as I can with my gun aimed at him until he begins to turn around. I fill him with
lead! Inside are another pump-=action, fully-loaded, (8 rounds) fuel and lots of food. Not bad, but I had to quit so I can work-
out and get ready to crash. So far, it needs work, but pretty fun and definitely, if you think someone can see you but they haven't
fired yet...back off and try to get around them from behind. YOU'VE BEEN WARNED!

8\/10 Will play and die again and again...:P
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Nice game.
It has couple of flaws but you can get over it. As it often appears - just understand game mechanics.
I insta-loved standard slashing levels. Enemies are fun. Extra fun to name them and imagine them as someone you know. :D
As the difficulty grows I noticed a feeling of playing some speed-boosted GTA San Andreas dancing mini game.
Or some Guitar Hero solo with your key buttons. :D
TPS-shooter levels were pain at first. But again. See how things are. At least one of them levels can be finished simply by
running through.
Art style is ok. The story.. the title says it all. And the ending is the funniest part of it. xD
Overall: SUCCESS ;). Flying the planes is one of the most enjoyable experiences on Steam.. Another time management game.
3rd in the serie of Viking Brothers.
You have to perform actions so as to achieve a goal (i.e. select an item (wood f.e.) so that you character goes to pick it up).
Same thing as Viking Brothers 2 - save that it's way more difficult. My 9 hours of play are on the main part (40 levels). There's a
bonus part I didn't try yet - though, I have triggered all achievements. Some levels, here, are really really tough. I gave up
obtaining 3 stars on these. After up to 5 tries, it isn't fun anymore for me.

I didn't have any issue playing this on Win7 64 bits.. Good overall aircraft. But, with the smaller caliber shells....you gotta make
your hits count. It's main function should be to attack ground units with bombs & rockets. Then, immediately gain altitude &
stick to BnZ. Dont try to dogfight. German & Japanese planes will kill you easily.. Think of it like Metal Gear Rising slice and
dice!! meets force unleashed push and pull!! pretty awesome game! the level design is kind of lacking but with the awesome
chopping physics I see why! I had a blast and finished it in a few hours! The controls are solid and the game makes you feel like
a complete bada$$! hoping too see more levels, powers and enemies in the future! check it out!. I'm unconvinced about the
story or gameplay being anything to write home about but I loved the art design and all the little details that were included in
such. If one of the characters has Dali's Persistence of Memory on their walls it wins a few points for me.

It's a good game but nothing too memorable.. If the game has Hitler and Lord Gaben, give it a 10/10.. This game was a lot of
fun when it first came out, but after the last few updates it's even better. Gamichicoth and the graphics update def took things
up a notch. The wraiths are a hoot!
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